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Agenda

1. Review syllabus
2. Test iclicker setup
3. How to do well in this course 😊
4. Q & A
Syllabus

http://www.cs.utexas.edu/~scohen/cs327e.html
iClicker Test & Survey
Which DB engine have you used?

A. MySQL
B. Postgres
C. Oracle
D. Other
E. Haven’t used one yet
Your comfort level with Python

A.  Expert
B.  Advanced
C.  OK
D.  Basic
E.  What is Python?
Do you know git or GitHub?

A. Yes
B. No
What kind of laptop do you have?

A. Windows laptop
B. Mac laptop
C. Don’t have a laptop, but will get one
D. Don’t have one and can’t get one
E. Other
Your AWS Experience

A. Have been using AWS for > 1 year
B. Have started using AWS < 1 year ago
C. Never used AWS, but familiar with the cloud
D. Don’t know much about the cloud, but happy to learn :))
E. None of the above
How to do well in this course

• Attend class regularly!
• Bring your laptop to class
• Bring your clicker to class
• Prepare for class by doing assigned readings and exercises
• Work on practice problems in class and use them to study for midterm
• Prepare for Labs by doing setup work on time (i.e. before Lab session)
• Sit with your partner during Lab Weeks and Final Project period
• Spend outside class time working on Labs and Final Project
• Ask lots of questions (in-class, office hours, Piazza)
Q & A